• Green I Up comes from Beech tree which is one of the most adaptable hardwoods.
• In response to climate change, the Beech tree population has increased, while maple and birch have declined.
• The natural sustainability and inherent beauty of beech make it the perfect choice for our stands.
• Our two sizes work well with many Nature’s Green planters.
• Our two finishes- Light Beech and Dark Beech- complement all of our planter finishes, but custom colored stands can also be ordered.
• The stands can be used either side up, depending of the product you select and the look you desire.
• A single handy screw holds the stand tightly together.

FOR INDOOR USE ONLY
NATURE’S GREEN PLANTER-STAND GUIDE

**GRE-5057**

### Round Planters
- LGRN-4242 Largo Round
- PHC-4342 Phoenix Cylinder
- EBL-4619 Earth Bowl
- RSRN-4040 Rise Round

### Square Planters
- RS-404040 Rise Square
- LG-404040 Largo Square
- PHSQ-4342 Phoenix Square

**GRE-4045**

### Round Planters
- PHC-3833 Phoenix Round
- LGRN-3333 Largo Round
- EBL-3615 Earth Bowl

### Square Planters
- RS-353535 Rise Square
- LG-303030 Largo Square
- PHSQ-3231 Phoenix Square
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